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A Volunteer’s Guide to
Vidin, Bulgaria

VIDIN

SOFIA

I. History

The original inhabitants of the area are thought to be a Celtic tribe.
Thracian tribes later settled the area until the Roman Empire spread to the
Balkan Peninsula, and by the 1st century A.D. Vidin (or Bononia as it was called
by the Romans) was a busy city. The first version Baba Vida fortress was built
during this period. The 4th and 5th centuries saw invasions of Slavic tribes
who named the area Bdin from which the modern name derives. During the
first Bulgarian kingdom Vidin was important regional center and became a
stronghold against the Byzantium Empire. It was during this time period that
Baba Vida fortress began to look more as it does today, with the Bulgarian
fortifications laid upon those of the Romans. The local legend of why it’s named
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Baba Vida follows: the Bulgarian ruler of Bdin was very old, so he decided to
divide his kingdom between his three daughters. The fertile land from Bdin to
the Carpathian Mountains he gave to his oldest daughter Vida. His daughter
Gumza got the land near the river Morava and the third one – Koula, was
given the land near the river Nishava and the town that has grown there since,
has been named Kula. Gumza and Koula got married but their marriages were
a failure, so Vida decided to remain single and defend her kingdom alone. An
inaccessible fortress was built by her order, which would protect the town
from invaders. Vida lived in it until she grew old and the people called the
fortress Baba Vida in her memory. In 13th c. and 14th c. Vidin was the capital of
an independent fief. Many times it had to resist the attacks of tartars, Magyars
and other enemy tribes. Among the rulers at that time was one, whose name
has remained forever in the history of the town and the country – Tzar Ivan
Sratsimir. Most probably he started ruling Vidin kingdom in 1360. During his
reign there was a period of relative peacefulness despite the dynastic conflicts
and the constant threat by the Turks. A lot of documents of that time show that
Vidin was one of the busiest ports on the Danube. In order to preserve his
kingdom Ivan Sratsimir had to declare himself a vassal to the Turks. Ivan
Sratsimir supported the campaign for the liberation of the Christian world,
organized by the Central European countries and led by the Hungarian king
Sigizmund. Sultan Bajazid, furious of his opposition, sent his troops to Bdin
and conquered the town by fraud. So, in 1396 the Ottomans defeated the last
Bulgarian stronghold. However, the freedom – loving Bulgarians didn’t put up
with this situation. The first revolt against the Ottoman yoke broke out here in
1403. Konstantin and Fruzhin led it. The climax of the struggle against the yoke
was the revolt in the Northwest part of Bulgaria in 1850, but it was suppressed
as well.
During the years of the slavery Vidin succeeded in keeping its
significance as a commercial and military center. Understanding its strategic
situation the Turks turned into a citadel of paramount importance.
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II. The City Today:
Although larger during the People’s Republic of Bulgaria, today the town
has between 35,000 and 50,000 residents depending on who you ask. Population
changes constantly from people working seasonally abroad during the summer
and students going away to study in other cities during the winter. Vidin has
no school of higher education, so upon graduation, most high school students
move away. Also, another interesting local quirk is the population during the
week versus during the weekend. Most residents of Vidin have a „selo (village)“
somewhere in the oblast (county). During the socialist years, Vidin had the
industrial jobs (Vidachem, etc.) in factories along the river and because of this,
the state encouraged migration from the villages into the city. Most townspeople
have a grandmother or grandfather or even a village house in the countryside.
During the weekend, Vidin may seem a bit empty since everyone is taking the
time to visit the village, make rakia (fruit brandy), and see their loved ones.
The layout of the town is quite simple: the shape of the city is a like a
backwards crescent. The center of the city in undoubtedly the municipal
building (obshtina or suvet) where city services and the mayor’s office is contained.
This is the skyscraper on the main square visible from most parts of the city.
The riverside park begins here and goes north to Baba Vida. Kaleto, or the name
of the older part of the city, lies between the park and the main walking street.
The remains of the city wall built during Ottoman occupation contours with
the main walking street although just the city gates remain today.
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III. City Services:
A.

B.

C.

D.
E.
F.

G.
H.

I.

Emergencies: For Ambulance, call 150. For Police, call 166. For Fire, call
160. In case of any emergency, or it personal safety is threatened, it is
important to call your mentor/counterpart. They will be able to provide
the greatest help.
Post Office: Almost all the city services needed are here in the center
of the town near the municipal building (skyscraper). To the south is the
train station and behind it the bus station. Across from the train station
is the central post office. Inside you can make international phone calls
(1st floor, 9:00-22:00), pay your electric and telephone bills (1st floor, 9:3016:30), or have an extremely cheap lunch at the stol (cafeteria, 2nd floor,
12:00-13:00) if you aren’t picky. To the left of the main entrance is a gated
courtyard where you can actually mail letters and packages. The rates
table can be found at www.bgpost.bg.
Waterbills: In most places, someone must come and check the usage
meter in the apartment, and this is the person you will receive a bill
from and pay. If you cannot for some reason pay at this time or you’re
not home, bills can be paid at one of the main offices, one of which is
located near the corner of Christo Botev Str. and Shiroka Str.
Telephone: The telephone code for Bulgaria is (359). There are different
service providers in Vidin, who can offer pay-as-you-go vouchers and plans.
Cable Television: There are two firms offering cable T.V. - Televisia
Vidin and Fanty-G, which both have offices in the city center.
Home Internet: Prices vary according to company and type, and there
are several firms including BTK (Bulgarian State Phone Company) and
local MediaNet.
Internet Club: There are several in the city, including one in the center
across from the „Pizzeria Napoli.“
Taxis: Taxis in Vidin locally work on a zone system. There are 4 zones
each with a flat rate ranging between 2-3.50 BGN one way. Taxis are the
number one way foreigners are subject to cheating in Bulgaria, but luckily
in Vidin, this isn’t a common practice unless traveling to the Feribot
(International Ferry Terminal.)
Ferryboat: There is a ferry to Calafat, Romania 5 km north of Vidin,
accessible by Taxi. The ferry operates daily almost around the clock and
travels when the ferry is full. The wait could be anywhere from 20
minutes to several hours depending on flow of traffic and time of day,
but the average seems to be 1 hour.
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J.

Train Station (Zh.P. Gara):
Bulgarian State Railways or BDZ is
the state-run train service. Their
website with schedules in Bulgarian
and English can be found at
www.bdz.bg. From Vidin, trains
depart for Sofia at 6:05, 12:40, and
16:15, with a local train that stops
more often at 13:55. To get to Velieko
Turnavo or Varna, you switch trains
in Vratsa or Mezdra, not Sofia. Travel
time takes between 5 ӡ to 6 hours
one way. From Sofia to Vidin, trains
are 7:05, 12:15, 16:00, and 19:00, but
pay attention to the ticket since the
19:00 train requires Vidin passengers
to switch trains in Broussartsi
because the 19:00 is a direct to nearby
Lom.
Bus Station (Avtogara): There are
actually two Bus stations right next to
each other. The smaller is the private
„Alexsiev“ firm with buses to Sofia at
4:00, 5:00, 6:00, 7:30, 10:30, 13:00, and
16:30. The main bus station houses the
„Karat-s“ firm which has buses at 9:30,
12:00, 14:00 and 15:30. In the main
station there are also buses to nearby
villages including Belogradchick and
the town of Lom, but these are subject
to change seasonally so best practice
is to go to the station and ask someone
or read the departures listed on the
signs. For more bus information, try
www.centralnaavtogara.bg (Sofia
Central Bus Station, BG and ENG) and
www.avtogari.info although the
information here may not always be
reliable.

K.
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VI. Food and Drink:
Bulgarian cuisine has a long history with lots of influences from the
various peoples who have lived in the area, one of the oldest being kachamak, a
corn-flour and cheese porridge with butter. There are numerous restaurants in
Vidin and even more burza zakuska (fast food) shops and windows, although
the last ones usually serve baked goods such as the infamous banitsa. One trend
it may be important to mention is that the quality of the restaurant may not
dictate the quality of the food – sometimes the unnoticed kebab windows have
the best tasting dishes.
A.
Fast Food: The central pazaar (market) is a good place to begin. Across
from the main entrance and to the left is a corner bakery with a simple
window. Here, the banitsa (cheese and phyllo pastry) tends to be the
freshest and cheapest. They also sell byourek (pastry with meat, cheese,
or other filling) and kifla (a sweet-filled roll.) Near the entrance to the
pazaar just to the right is „Douner Kebabs with Shami“, hands-down
the best douner kebap (roasted chicken or pork with vegetables in a pita,
usually with garlic yoghurt sauce) in Vidin. Across from the main high
school „Tsar Simeon Veliki“ in the center is „Montenegro“, which serves
made to order sandwiches as well as the fore-mentioned baked goods
for cheap. Further downtown in the central ploshtadt (square) in front of
the Obshtina is „Chervena Shapchitsa (The Red Hat)“ which serves Bulgarian
comfort food cafeteria-style between 10:00-18:00. To the right of „Red
Hat“ is „Burza Zakuska (Fast Food)“ which has a daily menu in Bulgarian
as well as sandwiches. The staff at both of these establishments are used
to foreigners and will try to be as helpful as they can, yet keep in mind
that they are very busy during the lunch rush and may seem a bit
impatient. North of the pazaar is Shiroka Str. which has quite a few
restaurants and cafes. „Srpska Skara (Serbian Grill)“ is located here, and
for cheap they sell traditional Serbian street food like pleskavitsa (grilled
meat patty) in flatbread. If you simply want a kebab with bread, there is
always someone grilling out at the train station, and they’re busy enough
that the food is always fresh. Ask for kebabche (long) or kyufte (round, a
croquette). Also, keep in mind that the 30 stotinki price means they use
soy fillers.
B.
Sit-down: There are a few nicer places in Vidin, but most of them serve
the same sorts of fare. With the largest selection and consistent quality,
there’s „Classic Pizza“ which is in the center of town between the train
station and the river in the old socialist department store across from
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the Rechna Gara (boat station). The wait staff speaks
English and are quite friendly if you tip. Upstairs is
the ultra-Bulgarian „Banska Kushta“ which is fun to
go if there is a party and dancing. There’s even a
Kitaiski (Chinese) Restaurant „The Imperial Flower“

which is popular with the English families who
have bought houses in nearby villages. On
Saturday nights it’s the unofficial meeting place
of the British residents. You’ll find it on Tsar
Simeon Veliki Str. near the city museum and the
main high school. It’s set back from the street with
a green fence and red lanterns. One of the flashier
restaurants is in the Hotel „Anna Christina“, the
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C.

D.

E.

hotel with the pool in the park, but don’t expect to find the menu much
different that „Classic Pizza.“ Instead, the cafe on the other side of the
hotel is very western-looking and a quite place to talk.
Nightlife: On the weekends you’ll find the main square full of people
partying at „Master Club,“ the town’s most popular disco. If you like
loud, crowded, and smoky, then here you are. It can get a bit rough if it’s
crowded, but most of the people inside are high school or college kids
home visiting. Cover should be 2 BGN with a ticket for a ӡ priced drink.
Above „Classic Pizza“ is „Silhouette Club“ which has a smaller dance
floor and is less intimidating. There is also a balcony overlooking the
river. There is no cover, and the place is popular with the Spanish who
are building the bridge. Near Baba Vida there is also „Venetski Sklad
(Venetian Warehouse)“ but the place has a seedier reputation and usually
is empty. Across from the cathedral „Sveti Dimitar“ by the soon-to-be
mall in the basement of the corner building is „Cheshma na Haidouks
(Sink of the Haidouks)“ which is a kruchma or dive-bar. They serve cheap
drinks and comfort-food and is usually a nice place to go with friends.
Supermarkets: As of writing the guide, there is no mainstream
supermarket in Vidin („Billa,“ „Kauflands“) but there slated to be a
„Picadilly“ in the new mall in the center to open sometime in 2009 across
from the cathedral. If you are looking for imported items or hard-tofind items, there is „Supermarket Fresh“ which is south of the train
station near the wholesale market, „Jupiter Magazin“ in the orange facade
across from „Classic Pizza“ which is one of the only non-stops, and
„Supermarket Mistik“ in neighborhood Bononia a bit out of the city
center. Here you can even find diabetic food items. But for the majority
of the things you need, the central pazaar is probably the most reasonable
with the largest selection. To quote one volunteer „the pazaar is like the
Soviet’s version of Wal-Mart...“ As well as the central pazaar, which works
everyday, there is a weekly farmer’s market on Saturdays 9:00-12:00 in
front of the stadion (stadium) on Bononia Bvld. composed of local growers
who come into town to sell their produce and livestock. This is the best
deal for produce.
Cafes and Sladkarnitsas (dessert shops): Take your pick! But a word
of warning, there are some unsavory people who may try to overcharge.
If you’re suspicious, ask for a „kassa bilezhka“ or „cmetka“ (receipt) to make
sure. They are required to give you one by law. Luckily though, this
shouldn’t happen very often.
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V. People:
The people of Vidin are largely ethnic Bulgarian with a large Roma
(Gypsy) minority and much smaller Vlach and Turkish minorities. Whereas
there are prejudices and stereotypes about the different groups from each of
the different groups, it is important to classify the people you will meet as
individuals rather than representatives of an entire race.
A.
The Roma: The Roma are thought to have emigrated from Western
India through the Middle East and into Europe through Turkey some
time between the 14th and 15th centuries. Bulgaria has one of the largest
population of Roma in Europe at about 1 million. Conflicting estimates
number the Roma in Vidin, but the center of the community is the
neighborhood (or mahala from an old word, probably Turkish, meaning
neighborhood) named „Nov Put (New Way)“. The neighborhood is
several kilometers outside of the city center and acts more like a separate
village than a part of Vidin. To access the neighborhood, there is a
marshutka (micro-bus, from the Russian word ‘to go’) that runs from 7:00
until 18:00 or so and travels when full. Fare is .50 stotinki one way. The
bus begins at the stop in front of the church „Sveti Dimitar“ and ends
near the school in the neighborhood. The neighborhood retains a very
negative reputation from the Vidinchani (residents of Vidin), much based
on stereotype, but it is ill-advised to travel into the neighborhood without
knowing where you’re going,
alone, or very late.
B.
Turkish: Bulgaria has a long and
difficult past with it’s Turkish
minority. In the eastern parts of
the country, particularly Silistra,
Harmanli, and around Dobrich,
there are entire communities
where Turkish is the local
language and complete villages
of only Turkish residents. In
Vidin, however, the community
is restricted to a handful of
families. Vidin does have a
djammiya (mosque), but it
operates only as a museum.
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VI. Being an EVS Volunteer in Vidin:
A. Fundamental Rights:
The participant’s dignity must be
respected and protected.
The participant has the right to
respect for his or her physical and
mental integrity.
The participant shall not be subjected to inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment.
The participant has the right to the
protection of personal data
concerning him or her.
The participant has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and
religion.
The participant shall not be discriminated against on any grounds such
as gender, race, color, ethnic or social origin, genetic features, language,
religion or belief, political or any other opinion, membership of a national
minority, property, birth, disability, sexual orientation.
The participant has the right not to participate in activities likely to harm
his/her safety, health or physical, mental, moral or social well-being.
Note: The above is not an exhaustive list and should only be used for guidance. A full
list of fundamental rights of the EU is set out in the „Charter of the Fundamental Rights of the
EU“. This document can be found on the following website:
http://europa.eu.int/comm/justice_home/unit/charte/pdf/charter_en.

B. Rights of an EVS Volunteer:
Prior to departure
The volunteer has the right to receive information about the projects
available from his/her sending organization in order to determine with
the sending organization, his/her suitability for the project
The volunteer is entitled to clear information about the host organization,
it’s activities, living conditions and the tasks that s/he will be expected
to carry out in that organization
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The volunteer must not in any way pay wholly or partially, directly or
indirectly, for his/her participation in the EVS program, for any part of
his/her project
The volunteer’s reasonable travel expenses for one return trip to (before
the beginning of the project) and from (once the project has ended) the
host organization will be organized and covered by the sending
organization
Each volunteer must be covered by obligatory insurance (arranged by
the sending organization) foreseen for the EVS by an insurer appointed
by the European Commission for the duration of his/her EVS service
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During the EVS
The volunteer has the right to an explanation concerning the grant
received by the organization and the use of this grant for the benefit of
the volunteer’s project
The volunteer has the right to language training
The volunteer has the right to adequate training to enable him/her to
carry out the agreed tasks and a right to attend the on-arrival and midterm seminars offered by the National Agency
The volunteer should have adequate supervision related to his/her tasks,
by the local host organization in the project
The volunteer must be assigned a tutor by the local host organization,
and should have frequent contact with him/her
The volunteer is entitled to support from his/her tutor and the National
Agency in the event of unforeseen difficulties
The volunteer should expect his/her sending organization to stay in
contact with him/her for the duration of the project
The volunteer should not be coerced into participating in activities
against his/her convictions which were not previously agreed
The volunteer has the right to receive pocket money from his/her host
organization on a weekly or monthly basis corresponding to the monthly rate
set by the European Commission for each participating country in the EVS
All local travel costs related to the EVS project are covered by the host
organization
The volunteer has the
right to free board and
lodging
The volunteer is
entitled to two consecutive whole days off
per week and two days
holiday per month of
service (to be taken
within the EVS period,
with prior agreement
of the host organization); during this
time off, the volunteer is entitled to received his/her pocket money and
all other allowances offered by the program. His/her accommodation
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should remain available to him/her throughout this period.
It is possible for the volunteer to end his/her project for a good reason,
after having consulted his/her host organization, sending organization
and the National Agency
After the EVS
The volunteer is entitled to receive support from his/her sending
organization after the completion of his/her project
Following the completion of his/her EVS, the volunteer is entitled to a
certificate attesting the skills and experience that the volunteer has
acquired during this period.
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C. Finance:
Normally, an EVS volunteer will receive his/her pocket money at the
beginning of each month, and will need to sign for it. Food money is reimbursed
by factura (invoice) at the end of the month for invoices from that particular
month. It is important to note that an invoice listing each item is needed, not
just a receipt. Stores, by law, must provide you with a factura if you ask for one.
It does require more time than a receipt since these need to be filled out by
hand. A strategy to keep your business welcome at a magazine would be to
shop at one store exclusively and see if they would be willing to complete just
one factura at the end of the month from collected receipts. Some businesses
will say they must complete an invoice at time of purchase, if the system is
electronic. At the beginning of your service, it may be wise to have your mentor
accompany you to explain your situation. For invoices, the organization or
agency you work for will need to be provided to the business, make sure you
ask the organization for this information.
Volunteering is a rewarding way to experience different cultures, meet
new people, learn a language, and build valuable work experience. As a person,
you are giving some of your personal time to enrich the lives of others. Be
honest with yourself, however, and pace yourself. Moving to a different culture
with limited language ability can be stressful. Unlike other jobs, your work
day doesn’t exactly end when you go home since in your free time you’re still
struggling to communicate and orient yourself. Make sure that you take time
for yourself and enjoy things familiar to you. Call friends and family back home,
and above all do not be afraid to ask those around you for help if you need it.
Bulgarians are a very friendly people and are always willing to help foreigners.
Who knows, you may even get invited over for dinner!
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Bulgarian cuisine
Sirene po Shopski
Here’s the recipe...
What you need:
400 grams white (Sirene) cheese
150 grams yellow (Kashkawl) cheese
2 eggs
2 hot peppers
2 sliced tomatoes
2 chopped roasted peppers
oregano, parsley or any other dry green spice
How to make it:
Take two small earth ware pots with lids („gyuveche“ pots) and put a
layer of cheese, then a layer of peppers and tomatoes, then more cheese. Bake
for about 20 minutes or until the cheese is melted. Then break an egg on top of
each dish and cook till the egg is the consistency you like.
Shopska salad
Ingredients: 3-4 tomatoes, 1 cucumber, 4-5 peppers, 1 onion, 150g brined
sheep’s cheese, parsley, vinegar, sunflower oil and salt. Bake, peel and seed the
peppers. Cut into small strips and add the diced tomatoes, cucumbers and onion.
Add salt, oil and vinegar, and mix. Serve in the shape of a pyramid, top with
chopped parsley and grated cheese.
Tarator
Ingredients: 2-3 cucumbers, 500g yoghurt, 1/2 walnuts, 3-4 cloves garlic,
dill, sunflower oil and salt. Beat the yoghurt, add the crushed garlic, ground
walnuts, finely dies cucumbers (sliced into small pieces), oil and salt. Stir and
dilute with cold water. Serve sprinkled with finely chopped dill.
Banitsa (Cheese pastry)
Ingredients: 1kg flour, 400g white brined cheese, 4 eggs, 500g yoghurt, 1/
2 a tsp baking soda, 100g butter, salt. Use the flour, salt and 3/2 cupfuls of water
to make a hard dough which is divided into first-large balls. Let stand for ~1hour,
then roll into about 1mm thick sheets. Line with melted butter and top with a
mixture of beaten eggs, baking soda, yoghurt and crumbled cheese. Roll together
and place in a lined dish, either Lengthwise or in circles. Bake in a moderate
oven and some water when ready. Cover with a cloth to make it soft.
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The foreign volunteers
in the Free Youth Centre – Vidin
Mareike Korte – Germany (2001-2002)
Elizabeth Furtuck (Liz) – Peace Corps, USA (2003-2005)
Ike Teuling – EVS, Holland (2004-2005)
Agnieszka Pnosniak – Poland (2005)
Christin Evers – EVS, Germany (2005-2006)
William Haiser (Bill) - Peace Corps, USA (2005-2006)
Paolo Proserpio – EVS, Italy (2006 – 2007)
Patrick Erdley – Peace Corps, USA (2006 – 2008)
Linda Gerezhniece – EVS, Latvia (2007-2008)
Mario Weber – EVS, Germany (2008)
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